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Pop/rock. Recorded live at Christian City Church Atlanta. Great songs featuring the Steve Deal Band and

worship leaders Jon Day, Pam Jordan, Jo Hellake and Colleen Crumbley 10 MP3 Songs GOSPEL:

Contemporary Gospel, GOSPEL: Traditional Gospel Details: Once again Christian City Church Atlanta

has created an incredible sound that will stir the spirit and uplift the soul. Saturate, with the help of the

Steve Deal Band takes the listener into a new level of worship. From rocking praise songs, "I Will Wait"

and "Saturate" to strong, meaningful worship ballads such as "Heaven" and "Covered in Grace", this cd

gives you a small taste of our weekly worship experience. "Running to You", co-written by worship leader

Colleen Crumbley, is a heartfelt cry to God that will move you. Nick Marcarelli's "Magnify", led by worship

leader Jon Day, is just a sample of the newest generation of worship leaders, musicians, and songwriters

at C3Atlanta. Worship leaders Steve Deal, Pam Jordan, Jon Day, Colleen Crumbley, and Johanna

Hellhake are amazing vocalists that will lead you into deeper worship. With all of this incomparable talent

in one place, Saturate won't let you down. C3Atlanta was established in 1996 when Dean  Jill, along with

their sons Barnabas and Jacob, moved from Sydney, Australia to the US for the sole purpose of planting

the church in Lawrenceville...a church that would bring a freshness and modern presentation of the

gospel. The Sweetmans are building an influential relevant church culture reaching today's generation.

Now, seven years later, the church has grown exponentially and the many talented musicians that call C3

Atlanta home are sharing their passion for amazing praise and worship. The music found on Saturate

reflects the vision of C3Atlanta. It highlights not only the Steve Deal Band but also the many other gifted

musicians, songwriters, and singers that attend and contribute to the growth and success of C3Atlanta. If

you are looking for music that will expand the way you worship, take you closer to God, and excite you

with His presence, Saturate will not disappoint.
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